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Referencia: 1

CBB04-15

Address:

MARCHE-EN-FAMENNELocation:

CASTLE OF LA ROCHEName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.compagnonsbatisseurs.be

MANU  - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:18/07/2015Final Date:04/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CBB04 Castle of La Roche 

La Roche en Ardenne  04/07 - 18/07

MANU +18 Y.O. 10



The local Partner

The tourist office of La Roche en Ardenne, which is linked to the municipal 
authorities of the city, handles all aspects of tourism and events of this pretty little 
town.

http://www.la-roche-tourisme.com



Work

La Roche is famous for its medieval castle dating from the 9th century. 
Accompanied by technical leaders, the team of volunteers will realize various 
manual tasks around the castle: weeding, pruning, rebuilding dry stone walls, 
sanding & varnishing benches...



ATTENTION: work might be sometimes long and difficult. Volunteers will spend the 
whole day outdoor.



Accommodation

You'll live in a flat in La Roche city centre. The flat is located in a building with a 
very typical architecture of this region.The place has its own heated outdoor pool, 
mini-golf course, tennis court and bowling lane. 



Food

For lunch, you'll eat your sandwiches on the workplace. At the evening you'll cook 
your own meal in the kitchen of your home. So, be sure to bring your favorite 
recipes!



Location

La Roche en Ardenne is a town of 5.000 inhabitants located in the province of 
Luxembourg, (South of Belgium)-. Located in the beautiful meandering Ourthe 
valley, the  town is famous for Belgians and foreign tourists thanks to the ruins of 
the castle that overhang the city. Although nature is predominant all around, all 
the facilities are available into the town. 



Meeting Point

Marloie train station at 3.00pm



Camp language

English
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Referencia: 2

CBB05-15

Address:

MARCHE-EN-FAMENNELocation:

LES GLAIEULS (C. MOTIVACIÓN)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.compagnonsbatisseurs.be

ENVI-KIDS  - Environmental-Work with kidsProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:25/07/2015Final Date:10/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CBB05 Les Glaïeuls 

Opont 10/07 - 25/07KIDS-ENVI +18 Y.O.

Vols:   9



PRE-CAMP SESSION INCLUDED IN THE PROJECT DURATION



Location : Marche-en-Famenne

Dates: from Friday 10th to Saturday 11th of July



Purpose: the pre-camp gathers the volunteers from different projects. The 
participation in the pre-camp is compulsory and free of charge. It is a unique 
opportunity for the volunteers to meet and to attend different workshops on group 
dynamic, intercultural education and volunteering awareness. The pre-camp lasts 
from Friday evening to Saturday afternoon. On Saturday, the volunteers will travel 
together to their camp location (the cost of this train ticket is covered by CBB).



The project/The Partner

Since 90 years, the centre "Les Glaïeuls" hosts children who have family 
difficulties. The centre is ready to host 16 children in between 2 and 12 years old. 
The centre is approved by ONE (National Office for Childhood). They go to school 
near the centre; the staff members of the centre help them to do the homework, 
and take care of them. Workers from "Les Glaïeuls" hope to share their passion for 
the education with international volunteers. More information: http://www.
glaieuls.be



Work

The volunteers crew will give a hand to clean the big area of the centre:  cut 
branches, prune trees, clean the area around the pond Your ideas are welcome to 
organise some activities with the kids, the staff member of the centre will help you 
to organise those activities.



ATTENTION: work might be sometimes long and difficult. Volunteers will spend the 
whole day outdoor.



Accommodation

You will have one dormitory (so you will sleep all together) in the centre with mats 
and bathroom with hot shower.

Be aware that there is no Internet access in the camp place. It will be good 
opportunity to forget technology and to benefit from nature. 



Food

During the camp, the cooking team of the centre will cook for you (If you like good 
food, then this project is for you!).
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food, then this project is for you!).



Location

The centre is located in deep countryside. By choosing this workcamp, you decide 
to live in the nature. All around, there are fields, woods and small villages. Local 
partner will provide bicycle (you'll find some shops about 5km).

There are plenty of opportunities for entertainment: football fields and tennis or 
basketball playgrounds'

During the weekend, it will be possible to organise cultural visits and to travel to 
the biggest Belgian cities. The town of Paliseul is 5 kilometres away from the 
Centre. From there, by train, it is very easy to reach bigger urban centres such as 
Namur, Brussels, Arlon, Bouillon or Liège.



Meeting Point

Marche-en-Famenne train station



Camp language

English
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Referencia: 3

CBB06-15

Address:

MARCHE-EN-FAMENNELocation:

CENTRE COULEURS DU MONDE II (C. MOT, CUESTIONARIO)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.compagnonsbatisseurs.be

KIDS-SOCI  - Work with kids-Social projectProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:25/07/2015Final Date:10/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CBB06 Centre Couleurs du MondeII

Rendeux 10/07 - 25/07KIDS-SOCI +18Y.O. VOLS: 7



PRE-CAMP SESSION INCLUDED IN THE PROJECT DURATION

Location : Marche-en-Famenne



Dates: from Friday 10th to Saturday 11th of July



Purpose: the pre-camp gathers the volunteers from different projects. The 
participation in the pre-camp is compulsory and free of charge. It is a unique 
opportunity for the volunteers to meet and to attend different workshops on group 
dynamic, intercultural education and volunteering awareness. The pre-camp lasts 
from Friday evening to Saturday afternoon. On Saturday, the volunteers will travel 
together to their camp location (the cost of this train ticket is covered by CBB).



The project/The Partner

Centre Couleurs du Monde is a centre for asylum seekers managed by the Belgian 
Red Cross. Right now, the Centre hosts around 115 people coming from many 
countries who are asking asylum in Belgium Their stay in the centre is temporary 
and lasts until they get the final decision from the Belgian state about the result of 
their procedure..

Centre provides services such as accommodation, food, educational courses, 
medical and social help, cultural, sport events etc. 

One of the most important points is that the centre  promotes international 
exchanges not only between the residents but also between them and volunteers 
from all over the world. That is the main purpose of the camp - intercultural 
exchange by way of work.

To learn more about the Centre you can visit a page on the "Red-Cross website" 

http://www.croix-rouge.be/activites/solidarite/asile-et-migration/les-centres-
de28099accueil/couleurs-du-monde-rendeux/

The project 2015 will be the 9th in the history of the Centre. Previous years were 
successful and were a source of  enthusiasm to go on.



Work

Your team is strongly welcome to organize  animation with the youngest (0 to 18 
years old). The theme of this project is the Circus! Your fresh ideas to prepare 
some activities for the children of the centre (handicraft, sport, games). At the end 
of the project, you-ll perform a show regarding the theme.



Accommodation

Accommodation will be provided in the Centre itself -2 rooms per 4 volunteers 
each. Every room has its own bathroom and toilet, but still very simple. The rooms 
are exactly the same as residents' ones; but can be provided if there is enough 
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are exactly the same as residents' ones; but can be provided if there is enough 
space for people who asked for asylum, who have a priority for accommodation (at 
least, you'll have a dormitory for 8 people). Smoking and alcohol drinking inside is 
strictly forbidden. 



Food

Food will be provided, relax - no cooking! Pork is not cooked in the centre. If you 
have vegetarian diet -you are welcome as well, just let us know.



Location

Rendeux is a countryside village that lies in the country's Walloon Region and 
Luxembourg Province and accounts up to 2,500 inhabitants. The village of 
Rendeux is situated in the valley of the Ourthe River in an area which attracts 
many visitors both for its natural beauty and for such nearby medieval villages as 
La Roche-en-Ardenne (11km) and Durbuy (18km). For more details, please, visit: 
www.rendeux.be

The closest train station is 8 km away - Melreux-Hotton (there is a bus, running till 
train station - just 10 minutes).

Belgium is quite small and most cities and nice places are easy reachable by train.

Brussels is about 2h30 away from Rendeux.



Specific information

The volunteers are required to be at least 18 year old. They will have to send us a 
short motivation letter as well as to answer a questionnaire for the Centre, both 
documents having the aim to make the volunteer think about asylum seekers 
reality before coming.

Besides, it is necessary to have knowledge of animation (songs, music, dance, 
plays) and to be able to assume responsibility for a small group. In addition, it is 
recommended that they have an idea about the policy concerning refugees in their 
own country, what the public image of the refugees is there, the place that is 
assigned for them. Some of these issues might be put on the table during the 
evenings. Being able to listen to others is very important there. This kind of 
workcamp is a very rich personal and human experience. It makes people aware 
of the complexity of certain social conditions related to the great inequalities on 
our planet.

Alcohol is formally prohibited in the Centre.



Meeting Point

Marche-en-Famenne Train station



Camp language

English, some notions of French will be useful, and also you can find here a lot of 
people from all over the world, you can discover numerous other languages! Facial 
expression, body language and emotional interjections may help you in any 
situation! Feel free!
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Referencia: 4

CBB07-15

Address:

MARCHE-EN-FAMENNELocation:

MOULIN d´AISNAGUÉName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.compagnonsbatisseurs.be

MANU  - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:25/07/2015Final Date:10/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CBB07 Moulin d'Aisnagué 

Lafosse 10/07 - 25/07MANU +18Y.O.

Vols: 11



PRE-CAMP SESSION INCLUDED IN THE PROJECT DURATION

Location : Marche-en-Famenne

Dates: from Friday 10th to Saturday 11th of July



Purpose: the pre-camp gathers the volunteers from different projects. The 
participation in the pre-camp is compulsory and free of charge. It is a unique 
opportunity for the volunteers to meet and to attend different workshops on group 
dynamic, intercultural education and volunteering awareness. The pre-camp lasts 
from Friday evening to Saturday afternoon. On Saturday, the volunteers will travel 
together to their camp location (the cost of this train ticket is covered by CBB).



The project/The Partner

Aisnagué is a non-profit organization located in a very small village called Lafosse 
and situated at the heart of the Ardennes region. 

The purpose of the partner association is to restore an old traditional water mill 
with the objective to produce some oil and flour in the future. 

The Mill is quite old and was already rebuilt after a fire in 1925.   After years of 
inactivity, it needs to be renovated and refreshed again   



Work

A lot of outdoor tasks: re-point channel walls, cut and prune branches, cleaning 
and repair the old mechanisms of milling, maintenance of the river banks¿



Accommodation

Be aware that the living conditions are very basic, your team will have two 
bedrooms on the 1st floor of the mill. The mill is quite old but the bedrooms are 
salubrious. The hosting organization will provide mats. You'll have dry toilet and 
one shower for the group.



Food

The volunteers will organize a cooking team  each day. You'll have the possibility 
to have organic vegetables from a local producer and you'll cook your bread by 
yourself with the baker's oven of the village, the nearest shop is about 10km.



Location

Lafosse is a very beautiful village but very small and isolated. It could be 
impossible to move in another city during the week. If you like the birdsongs and 
noise of the stream, it will be the perfect place for you. The nearest train station is 
situated at about 20km from there. During the week-end, you will have the 
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situated at about 20km from there. During the week-end, you will have the 
opportunity to move from the wild to the civilization ;) by sightseeing for example 
Liège, Brussels or Namur



Meeting Point

Marche-en-Famenne Train station



Camp language

English
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Referencia: 5

CBB08-15

Address:

MARCHE-EN-FAMENNELocation:

FEDASIL (FRANCÉS, C. MOTIV. Y CUESTIONARIO)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.compagnonsbatisseurs.be

KIDS-SOCI  - Work with kids-Social projectProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:01/08/2015Final Date:12/07/2015Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CBB08 FEDASIL  RefugeecentreII

Rixensart 12/07-01/08 KIDS-SOCI +18 Y.O. Vols: 7



The project/the Partner

The Rixensart Refugees Centre accommodates people or families who have asked 
for asylum in Belgium. Refugees come from Afghanistan, Syria, Iraq, Chechnya, 
Congo etc. Many of them fled from war or from countries that were under a 
dictatorship or devastated by an ecological disaster. Thus they came to Belgium 
with dreams of stability, richness and comfort life. It is not, however, that easy to 
be allowed to settle in Europe, especially for somebody from the South or the East. 
Before these people may start their new lives, their refugees status has to be 
proven and accepted. While waiting for the documents that will enable them to 
remain legally in our country, the immigrants are accommodated in this centre in 
the Brussels vicinity.

People living there await the solution concerning their administrative status. They 
never know what tomorrow may bring to them. There is a possibility that they will 
not obtain the authorisation to remain in Belgium and will have to leave the 
country. But on the other hand, they might see their dreams come true and get 
the chance to take a new start in life.

Therefore, residents often found themselves owerhelmed by feelings of relief and 
anguish, hope and disappointment. The life of Rixensart Refugees Centre reflects 
these individual dramas and big international tensions. Refugees often come with 
their children, who attend the school in the village in order to help their integration 
in Belgium. 

Website (available in English): http://www.fedasil.be



Work

The volunteers will give a hand and a fresh air to the Centre´s animation team - 
sportive or social games, billiard, movie clubs, fitness for women, football tournir,  
craft etc. 

To a lesser extent, It will depend of the weather, your team could have some 
activities as painting inside or Outside maintenance of the park

They will be required to get actively involved in the daily life of the Centre. Half of 
the time will be devoted to proposals of activities for children and adults 
(according to the population currently present in the Centre). 

The management team of the centre is very well used to work with volunteers as 
they have been hosting this workcamp for several years.



Accommodation

Volunteers will be lodged in a common room (dormitory) in a building next to the 
central one. Showers are accessible in a central building.



Food
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Food

Meals will be provided by the Centre. Please, be aware that meals are simple. 
Vegetarian or any other diet should be announced in advance. 



Location

Rixensart is located in the Brabant Walloon province, 25 km from Brussels and 7 
km from Wavre. The zone is highly urbanised and has all the usual conveniences, 
although, in the past, it used to be a rural and agricultural area. Thus, Rixensart 
still keeps its countryside charm but one can feel the proximity of Brussels (40 
minutes by train, 20 by car). Refugees Centre is located outside the town centre, 
but in a walking distance from the famous local lake Genval, cinema, shops, 
supermarkets, train station. Website (in French): http://www.rixensart.be



Specific information

The volunteers are required to be at least 18 year old and to have basic knowledge 
of French. 

They will have to send us a short motivation letter as well as to answer a 
questionnaire for the Centre, both documents having the aim to make the 
volunteer think about asylum seekers reality before coming.

Besides, it is necessary to have knowledge of animation (songs, music, dance, 
plays¿) and to be able to assume responsibility for a small group. In addition, it is 
recommended that they have an idea about the policy concerning refugees in their 
own country, what the public image of the refugees is there, the place that is 
assigned for them. Some of these issues might be put on the table during the 
evenings. Being able to listen to others is very important there. This kind of 
workcamp is a very rich personal and human experience. It makes people aware 
of the complexity of certain social conditions related to the great inequalities on 
our planet.

Alcohol is formally prohibited in the Centre.



Meeting point

Rixensart train station at 3.00pm



Camp language

French



Kids are quite fluent in French thank to school, adults take longer time to learn 
foreign language. The languages used among the residents are very different -
French, Russian, English, German- more than 15 in general and depend on current 
presence of residents.
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Referencia: 6

CBB09-15

Address:

MARCHE-EN-FAMENNELocation:

FEDASIL (C. MOTIV,, CUESTIONARIO)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.compagnonsbatisseurs.be

SOCI-MANU  - Social project - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:08/08/2015Final Date:25/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CBB09 FEDASIL Refugee Centre 

Sugny 25/07-08/08 SOCI-MANU +18 Y.O. Vols: 8



The project

The refugee centre of Sugny accommodates people or families who have asked for 
asylum in Belgium. Refugees come from from Afghanistan, Syria, Iraq, Chechnya, 
, Congo etc. Many of them fled from war or from countries that were under a 
dictatorship or devastated by an ecological disaster. Thus they came to Belgium 
with dreams of stability, richness and comfort life. It is not, however, that easy to 
be allowed to settle in Europe, especially for somebody from the South or the East. 
Before these people may start their new lives, their refugees' status has to be 
proven and accepted. While waiting for the documents that will enable them to 
remain legally in our country, the immigrants are accommodated in this centre in 
the south of the country. People living there await the solution concerning their 
administrative status. They never know what tomorrow may bring to them. There 
is a possibility that they will not obtain the authorisation to remain in Belgium and 
will have to leave the country. But on the other hand, they might see their dreams 
come true and get the chance to take a new start in life.

Therefore, residents often found themselves overwhelmed by feelings of relief and 
anguish, hope and disappointment. The life of Sugny Refugees Centre reflects 
these individual dramas and big international tensions. Refugees often come with 
their children, who attend the school in the village in order to help their integration 
in Belgium. 

Website (available in English): http://www.fedasil.be/Sugny/home



Work

This project is based on a dynamic meeting between the volunteers and the 
residents of the refugee center. With the help of  technical leader, volunteers, 
young and older residents will work together to achieve several missions within 
the center: development of the outdoor meeting spaces (construction of benches, 
outdoor games, garden ...), you will also be asked to organize activities for 
residents: sports, crafts, games. To a lesser extent, you'll also paint some rooms 
of the centre. 



Accommodation

Volunteers will be lodged in a common room (dormitory) in a building next to the 
central one. Showers are accessible in a central building.



Food

Meals will be provided by the Centre. Please, be aware that meals are simple. 
Vegetarian or any other diet should be announced in advance. 



Location
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Location

Sugny is a very small and isolated village in the south of the country (near the 
French border). The centre is located in deep countryside. By choosing this 
workcamp, you decide to live in the nature. All around, there are fields, woods and 
small villages. But there are plenty of opportunities for entertainment: football 
fields and basketball playgrounds, TV room. During the weekend, it will be possible 
to organise cultural visits and to travel to the biggest Belgian cities.



Specific information

This project requests volunteers with a good level of motivation for its theme and 
who are prepared to integrate the life of a refugee center. We recommend that 
they have an idea about the policy concerning refugees in their own country.

In order to demonstrate this, we ask the candidate volunteers: 

- to answer our specific questionnaire (if you do not have it yet, please ask it to 
your sending organisation). 

We will not confirm any placement request before analysis of the questionnaire.



Terminal Gedinne train station



Camp language: English, some notion of French are welcome. 



Kids are quite fluent in French thank to school, adults take longer time to learn 
foreign language. The languages used among the residents are very different - 
French, Russian, English, German- more than 15 in general and depend on current 
presence of residents.
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Referencia: 7

CBB10-15

Address:

MARCHE-EN-FAMENNELocation:

TOGETHER ON HOLIDAY l (FRANCÉS, C. M. CUESTIONAR.)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.compagnonsbatisseurs.be

DISA  - Mentally-physically disabledProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:04/08/2015Final Date:26/07/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CBB10 Together on Holiday I

Chevetogne 26/07 - 04/08 DISA  +18 

Vols:  8



The project

The aim of this camp is to offer to people with light mental disability the possibility 
to go on holidays with young international volunteers. During the workcamp, they 
share leisure time activities, make cultural visits and, above all, have fun. Thanks 
to this stay, disabled people can leave their parents, their daily life, and spend 
time with other adults of their age. They wouldn't be able to go on holiday alone. 
Volunteers and the CBB staff will accompany them in their leisure time and help 
them with their daily tasks. There will be 14 disabled persons and 10 leaders. The 
disabled people are between 18 and 50 year old. 



Work

The two 1st days will be dedicated to prepare the activities and the shedule of the 
project (the disabled people will arrive the 28th of July).From the 28th, volunteers, 
CBB staff and disabled people will spend together 24 hours a day. The CBB staff 
and the volunteers will be the guides of the disabled people. They will be 
responsible for them, they will organise the leisure time (excursions, walks, 
games, parties, etc.) and the meals.

If at the beginning you ask yourself about what's going on, after 2 days you will be 
amazed by the jarring atmosphere. While respecting the rythm of each one, we 
are all there to enjoy ourselves!



Food and Accommodation

We will share a cottage. We will have several dormitories and all the modern 
facilities, but you will need to bring your sleeping bag. Self-catering. Meals will 
depend on their cookery talents.



Location

Chevetogne is located at the South of Belgium between Dinant and Rochefort. 
Many activities are possible in this very green part of the country. The house is 
surrounded by a huge park where one can enjoy his time (swimming pool, mini 
golf, lake, barbecue).Please, check the web-site http://www.
domainedechevetogne.be/ for more details (you can choose French or Dutch).



Specific information

The camp language is French. 

This project requests volunteers with a high level of motivation for its theme and 
who are prepared for the tasks to be achieved. The volunteers must have a basic 
knowledge of French. Previous experiences in groups animation or in work with 
people in situation of mental disability, ability to cook for 25 people, talent for fun 
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people in situation of mental disability, ability to cook for 25 people, talent for fun 
and entertainment are really welcome (but obviously, you are not supposed to be 
able to combine all these qualities!!!).  



In order to demonstrate their motivation and French knowledge, we ask the 
candidate volunteers: 

- to send us a short motivation letter in French (do not be afraid to make 
mistakes, BUT please do not use any automatic translator !)

- to answer our specific questionnaire (if you do not have it yet, please ask it to 
your sending organisation). 



We will not confirm any placement request before analysis of the motivation letter 
and the questionnaire.

Volunteers must have at least notions of French and are obliged to send us a 
motivation letter. They can come with some fresh ideas and a lot of games! 
Moreover, they might bring recipes of dishes for 20 persons.



Meeting point

Ciney train station at 5.00pm
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Referencia: 8

CBB12-15

Address:

MARCHE-EN-FAMENNELocation:

ABBAYE DE MAREDRETName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.compagnonsbatisseurs.be

MANU-ENVI  - Manual work-EnvironmentalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:15/08/2015Final Date:01/08/2015Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CBB12 Abbaye de Maredret

Maredret     01/08-15/08   MANU-ENVI +18

Vols: 12



The project/the Partner

The non-profit organization of "Abbaye des Saints Jean et Scholastique" is directly 
connected with the Maredret's Abbey, a high patrimonial and cultural value of 
Belgium.

This new partnership is built on the will to preserve this patrimonial heritage and 
to create dialogue between volunteers working for a pluralist association and a 
local catholic community, each person being accepted with his/her convictions and 
personal point of view.

Beside its spiritual life, the association organizes activities and creative workshops 
for everybody interested. The main part of the activities, as Yoga, Grégorian 
music, vegetable and fruits gardens, gold coating,try to offer appropriate place to 
facilitate the exchanges and to feel relaxed.  The well preserved area surrounding 
the abbey with gardens, orchards, and plantation contributes a lot to this peaceful 
atmosphere

http://www.abbaye-maredret.be/#sthash.pG5k9F8t.dpbs



Work

The Volunteers crew will work outside, especially to restore the surrounding wall of 
the Abbey:  cleaning the wall, weeding, and pruning, painting benches...
Depending on the season of harvest, you'll give a hand to collect fruits of the 
orchard.



ATTENTION: This workcamp is only based on manual and outdoor tasks and the 
work might be sometimes hard.



Food and Accommodation

Volunteers will stay in a building with bedrooms for two persons. Shower and 
toilets will be available on the same floor. On the ground floor, you'll have your 
private living room that you can use for the evening and free time. The food will 
be provided by the community. During summer time, they collect apples, pears 
and other fruits to produce their own fruit juice and marmalade.

Thanks to inform us in advance if you have a special diet.



Location

Maredret (25km of bigger cities as Dinant and Namur) is an authentic village, most 
of the houses are built in stones of the country, extracted during decades of the 
local quarries

Maredret is a small jewel set in the Molignée's Valley. This region is considered for 
the beauty of its landscapes and its natural resources.  It's very close with the 
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the beauty of its landscapes and its natural resources.  It's very close with the 
touristic place of Maredsous.

 

Specific information

There will be limited Internet access during the camp, available just from time to 
time. 

Please take working clothes with you and shoes - boots are just perfect. Check if 
you have something suitable for wet weather. Our partner ask you to bring 
working gloves. That it is an alcohol free camp.

Participation to monastic life (daily mess.) is never compulsory. Obviously, 
volunteers will be individually free to join some public celebrations in case of wish 
or personal interest.

While promoting this workcamp in a catholic monastery, CBB insists on its pluralist 
values. This project offers the volunteers the opportunity to work on a site with 
high patrimonial and cultural richness. We also see it as a nice opportunity to learn 
and develop awareness to interfaith dialogue and understanding.



Meeting Point

Yvoir train station at 3.00pm



Camp language

English
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Referencia: 9

CBB13-15

Address:

MARCHE-EN-FAMENNELocation:

GRIMMName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.compagnonsbatisseurs.be

MANU  - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:16/08/2015Final Date:01/08/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CBB13 GRIMMMarche-en-Famenne 01/08-16/08 MANU +18 Y.O.

Vols:  12



The local partner

The Marche-en-Famenne workcamp is the outcome of the collaboration between 
municipal authorities and a local non-profit organization. More than ten years ago, 
the mayor and deputies wanted to develop international contacts for the local 
youngsters. GRIMM association was just beginning to work on the protection of the 
local life framework and promoting models of sustainable development. Their 
members had a full load of ideas but were short of hands to realize them. Thus, 
they came to the idea of involving volunteers from all over the world. Since then, 
the municipality provides its buildings every summer and welcomes foreign 
youngsters. GRIMM members organize the work. With the help from the 
volunteers, they are finally able to realize the projects they dreamt about. Their 
actions are based on the following philosophy: Nature belongs to everyone. And 
that each of us may enjoy it, it has to be protected.



Work

Assisted by local technical leaders, volunteer group will realize different manual 
tasks outside: construction of a wooden building in the village of Lignières. But 
also the maintenance of previous construction of the volunteers crew from the 
past: cut branches, sanding, painting, cur branches.



Food and accommodation

Accommodation can be compared to a boarding school: a corridor with double 
bedrooms; toilets and showers are at the same floor. No smoking inside.

Self-catering. Bring your recipes to enjoy "kitchen life"!



Location

Marche-en-Famenne is a city in the countryside. One can find everything there: 
schools, supermarkets, industries' But still, it is surrounded by woods, fields and 
small villages where the life rhythm remains rural. Liège, Namur, Brussels and 
Luxembourg can be easily reached by train in about one hour. For more 
information see  

http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/sectors/tourism/eden/themes-
destinations/countries/belgium/marche-en-famenne/index_fr.htm



Specific information

The working place is not the same as the accommodation place so volunteers will 
leave the town every day. Sleeping in town, working in the countryside.

Please, bring some working clothes and boots you do not mind to get dirty. And 
rainy clothes in case of wet weather can also be useful.
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Meeting point

Marloie train station, on Saturday 1st of August
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Referencia: 10

CBB14-15

Address:

MARCHE-EN-FAMENNELocation:

TOGETHER ON HOLIDAY II (FRANCÉS, C.M. CUESTIONAR.)Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.compagnonsbatisseurs.be

DISA  - Mentally-physically disabledProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:13/08/2015Final Date:04/08/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CBB14 Together on Holiday II

Chevetogne  04/08-13/08  DISA   +18

Vols: 8





The project

The aim of this camp is to offer to people with light mental disability the possibility 
to go on holidays with young international volunteers. During the workcamp, they 
share leisure time activities, make cultural visits and, above all, have fun. Thanks 
to this stay, disabled people can leave their parents, their daily life, and spend 
time with other adults of their age. They wouldn't be able to go on holiday alone. 
Volunteers and the CBB staff will accompany them in their leisure time and help 
them with their daily tasks. There will be 14 disabled persons and 10 leaders. The 
disabled people are between 18 and 50 year old. 



Work

The two 1st days will be dedicated to prepare the activities and the shedule of the 
project (the disabled people will arrive the 06th of August).From the 06th, 
volunteers, CBB staff and disabled people will spend together 24 hours a day. The 
CBB staff and the volunteers will be the guides of the disabled people. They will be 
responsible for them, they will organise the leisure time (excursions, walks, 
games, parties, etc.) and the meals.

If at the beginning you ask yourself about what's going on, after 2 days you will be 
amazed by the jarring atmosphere. While respecting the rythm of each one, we 
are all there to enjoy ourselves!



Food and Accommodation

We will share a cottage. We will have several dormitories and all the modern 
facilities, but you will need to bring your sleeping bag. Self-catering. Meals will 
depend on their cookery talents.



Location

Chevetogne is located at the South of Belgium between Dinant and Rochefort. 
Many activities are possible in this very green part of the country. The house is 
surrounded by a huge park where one can enjoy his time (swimming pool, mini 
golf, lake, barbecue).Please, check the web-site http://www.
domainedechevetogne.be/ for more details (you can choose French or Dutch).



Specific information

The camp language is French. 



This project requests volunteers with a high level of motivation for its theme and 
who are prepared for the tasks to be achieved. The volunteers must have a basic 
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who are prepared for the tasks to be achieved. The volunteers must have a basic 
knowledge of French. Previous experiences in group animation or in work with 
people in situation of mental disability, ability to cook for 25 people, talent for fun 
and entertainment are really welcome (but obviously, you are not supposed to be 
able to combine all these qualities!!!).  



In order to demonstrate their motivation and French knowledge, we ask the 
candidate volunteers: 

- to send us a short motivation letter in French (do not be afraid to make 
mistakes, BUT please do not use any automatic translator !)

- to answer our specific questionnaire (if you do not have it yet, please ask it to 
your sending organisation). 



We will not confirm any placement request before analysis of the motivation letter 
and the questionnaire.

Volunteers must have at least notions of French and are obliged to send us a 
motivation letter. They can come with some fresh ideas and a lot of games! 
Moreover, they might bring recipes of dishes for 20 persons.



Meeting point

Ciney train station at 5.00pm
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Referencia: 11

CBB15-15

Address:

MARCHE-EN-FAMENNELocation:

PLAYGROUND-PROJECT 65Name:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.compagnonsbatisseurs.be

MANU  - Manual workProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:22/08/2015Final Date:08/08/2015Initial Date:

1Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

CBB15 Playground-Project 65 

Stavelot  08/08-22/08  MANU   18+

Vols: 9



The project/The local partner

The Playground/Projet 65 association is a non-profit organization active in the 
strengthening of the social solidarity, the promotion of the cultural and artistic 
development, the respect for the human values and the environmental protection.



Work

Playground has a house in the city of Stavelot. This place will be the main office of 
the organisation, a flat for the trainer of the association and it will be also used to 
organise workshops in the future. The building will be completely renovated with 
ecological-construction techniques. Together with local workers and technical 
leaders, your team will give a helping hand to:  Dismantling of the outside facade, 
to disassemble frames of windows and restore it, paint and isolate the half-
timbering, inside wall insulation¿



Food and accommodation

Your team will be accommodated in a guest house (with all facilities) located at 15 
min by walk from your working place, the house has also a big garden. Most of the 
time you¿ll have a hot meal at noon on your working place and self-catering for 
other meals.



Location

In the city of Stavelot (7.000 inhabitants). It is located in the French speaking part 
of Belgium and it's  one of the oldest Belgian cities. Stavelot  is famous with its 
"Laetare" carnival and the formula one racing circuit of Spa-Francorchamps. The 
nearest train station is about 7km, from there. During your free time on the week-
end, you could easily reach by train Liège (60km) or, Brussels (150km)



Specific information

Volunteers will have to pay attention to safety measures and to their 
accommodation.

Please, bring some working clothes and boots (safety/security shoes are 
compulsory) you do not mind to dirty. Rainy clothes can also be useful. Part of the 
work will be done on scaffolding (build by professionals)



Meeting point

Trois-Ponts train station



Camp language

English
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English
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Referencia: 12

SVIBE-
COULCA

30, Rue des CapucinsAddress:

BRUXELLESLocation:

COULEUR CAFÉName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Phone Number: +32 (0) 2 888 67 13

Email: incoming@servicevolontaire.org

Url: www.servicevolontaire.org

FEST  - FestivalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:07/07/2015Final Date:01/07/2015Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

We would need 10 volunteer for specific tasks, as for example:

During the day (you can work during the morning or the afternoon): distribution of 
documents to explanin to the residents araund Tour & Taxis about the event.



Put some gates around a part of the area (manual work, so we need strong 
people).

More information will be given later on.



In compensation for your volunteering:

Drink vouchers.

Food vouchers.

Free ticket for Sunday's concert.



Couleru café...



It has been a long time since Couleur Cfé piled up its souks, restaurants, and 
musicians in the covered market of Schaerbeek, in Brussels, tht now became a 
European cultural centre. In 1990, fist edition of Couleur Café, the idea was to 
have a mixed-raced and friendly festival. Something that would not be big and 
gloomy. Something like the multicoloured social fabric of Brussels. The program 
back then was mainly with African and Afro-Cuban music. First successs with 
5.300 visitors.



Coulour Café already had the perfect ingredients: souks, decoration, restaurants, 
craftsmen, fanfares...even if it was way more modest of course. With the success, 
the festival became bigger, moved, took on new music and became interested in 
urban music. Couleur Café wants the program to be eclectic, welcomes discoveries 
and Belgian music, even if tist black roots are still as important. Over the years, 
the festive side of the festival and the multidisciplinary dimension were 
strengthened, with for example the Cool Art Café exhibition (with fine art) and the 
increase of extra-musical activities: dance lessons, free style demostration, NGO's 
invitation int the Solidarity Village...



At Tour&Taxis since 1994, a wonderful industrial location in the hearte of Brussels, 
Coulour Café is not only a world music festival with all urban music festival 
anymore but a festival with all urban music. With more than 50 concerts in three 
days, Couleur Café offers three stages with lots of different music: hiphop, funk, 
agro, reggae, raga, dub, dancehall, latin, salsa, blues and rock.

There are also spaces for electronic music with that same desire of melting-pot.
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Although Couleur Café gathers more than 75.000 visitors, including 3.000 
campers, it keeps a human face. It is manageg self-sufficiently by Zig-Zag, a non 
profit making organization. The festival became a ust see Belgian musical event.



Location: Tour et Taxi Brussels.
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Referencia: 13

SVIBE-ESPER

Address:

BRUXELLESLocation:

ESPERANZAH MUSIC FESTIVALName:
Name:

2015Year:Code:

Url: www.esperenazah.be

FEST  - FestivalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:04/08/2015Final Date:29/07/2015Initial Date:

3Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Esperanzah Festival.

From 25 th of July to the 7th August 2015.



Hour of work

From 9 am to midday and from 1pm to pm.

Your job is to keep the area clean and tidy. The team will collect and recycle the 
waste to give the festival-goers a nice and safe ground.

Volunteer will also have to do physical work. You will also take part in the 
management of waste, and sensitizing the festival participant with the 
environment.

Do not imagine you will simply enjoy the festival. It will be hard too!!!



Accommodation:

The volunteers will be placed in a building and will sleep in a dormitory. The 
kitchen, the shower and the toilets, will be to divide with another group (SCI). No 
washing machine.



Food:

The volunteers will have three meals per day. Facilities for the vegetarians.



Volunteers: 12 volunteers, team leader included. From 18 years.



Hardware requirement: Mattres + sleeping bag.

Profiles of the volunteers: Interest for the environment, justified, Knowing to 
speak ainimun French and English, flexible and available 13 days.



Location: Abaye de Floreffes.
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Ref.AgesCode Type Date PlacesWorkcamp

Codes Order

Bélgica

CASTLE OF LA ROCHE  104/07/2015 - 18/07/2015MANUCBB04-15 18 - 30  1 

LES GLAIEULS (C. MOTIVACIÓN)  110/07/2015 - 25/07/2015ENVI-KIDSCBB05-15 18 - 30  2 

CENTRE COULEURS DU MONDE II (C. 
MOT, CUESTIONARIO)

 110/07/2015 - 25/07/2015KIDS-SOCICBB06-15 18 - 30  3 

MOULIN d´AISNAGUÉ  110/07/2015 - 25/07/2015MANUCBB07-15 18 - 30  4 

FEDASIL (FRANCÉS, C. MOTIV. Y 
CUESTIONARIO)

 212/07/2015 - 01/08/2015KIDS-SOCICBB08-15 18 - 30  5 

FEDASIL (C. MOTIV,, CUESTIONARIO)  125/07/2015 - 08/08/2015SOCI-MANUCBB09-15 18 - 30  6 

TOGETHER ON HOLIDAY l (FRANCÉS, C. 
M. CUESTIONAR.)

 126/07/2015 - 04/08/2015DISACBB10-15 18 - 30  7 

ABBAYE DE MAREDRET  201/08/2015 - 15/08/2015MANU-ENVICBB12-15 18 - 30  8 

GRIMM  101/08/2015 - 16/08/2015MANUCBB13-15 18 - 30  9 

TOGETHER ON HOLIDAY II (FRANCÉS, C.
M. CUESTIONAR.)

 104/08/2015 - 13/08/2015DISACBB14-15 18 - 30  10 

PLAYGROUND-PROJECT 65  108/08/2015 - 22/08/2015MANUCBB15-15 18 - 30  11 

COULEUR CAFÉ  301/07/2015 - 07/07/2015FESTSVIBE-COULCA 18 - 30  12 

ESPERANZAH MUSIC FESTIVAL  329/07/2015 - 04/08/2015FESTSVIBE-ESPER 18 - 30  13 

Total Nº Campos:   13 Total Nº Plazas:  19 
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Ref.AgesCode Type Date PlacesWorkcamp

Dates Order

COULEUR CAFÉ  301/07/2015 - 07/07/2015FESTSVIBE-COULCA 18 - 30  12 
CASTLE OF LA ROCHE  104/07/2015 - 18/07/2015MANUCBB04-15 18 - 30  1 
CENTRE COULEURS DU MONDE II (C. 
MOT, CUESTIONARIO)

 110/07/2015 - 25/07/2015KIDS-SOCICBB06-15 18 - 30  3 

MOULIN d´AISNAGUÉ  110/07/2015 - 25/07/2015MANUCBB07-15 18 - 30  4 
LES GLAIEULS (C. MOTIVACIÓN)  110/07/2015 - 25/07/2015ENVI-KIDSCBB05-15 18 - 30  2 
FEDASIL (FRANCÉS, C. MOTIV. Y 
CUESTIONARIO)

 212/07/2015 - 01/08/2015KIDS-SOCICBB08-15 18 - 30  5 

FEDASIL (C. MOTIV,, CUESTIONARIO)  125/07/2015 - 08/08/2015SOCI-MANUCBB09-15 18 - 30  6 
TOGETHER ON HOLIDAY l (FRANCÉS, C. 
M. CUESTIONAR.)

 126/07/2015 - 04/08/2015DISACBB10-15 18 - 30  7 

ESPERANZAH MUSIC FESTIVAL  329/07/2015 - 04/08/2015FESTSVIBE-ESPER 18 - 30  13 
ABBAYE DE MAREDRET  201/08/2015 - 15/08/2015MANU-ENVICBB12-15 18 - 30  8 
GRIMM  101/08/2015 - 16/08/2015MANUCBB13-15 18 - 30  9 
TOGETHER ON HOLIDAY II (FRANCÉS, C.
M. CUESTIONAR.)

 104/08/2015 - 13/08/2015DISACBB14-15 18 - 30  10 

PLAYGROUND-PROJECT 65  108/08/2015 - 22/08/2015MANUCBB15-15 18 - 30  11 

Total Nº Campos:   13 Total Nº Plazas:  19 
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